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Abshrrct: Resistanceof VLSI interconnectionshas become significant due to large die sizes and sub-mkm geometries in high
performance designs. Previous studies have proposed optimal
repeater schemes wing slmple buffers for delay optimization of
the interconnection. This paper proposes a more general
approach that handles arbitrary logic gates as well as buffers.
The methodology is based on an extension of the concept of logical effort. The optimization yields proper spacing of the given
logk gates, additional repeaters (buffers) required for a given
RC line, and sizing of all the gates This approach is applicableto
many deslgn situations where existing logic gates must be considered in the overall repeater scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION
Resistance of interconnections is becoming increasingly
important in state-of-the-art VLSI design, due to large die
sizes, long interconnections and submicron geometries. It is
no longer sufficient to consider only the capacitance of interconnections in optimizing delay and cycle time. The intrinsic
RC delay of long metal interconnections is becoming a significant component of the overall circuit delay. Further. interconnect resistance degrades the current drive capability of buffers
designed to drive heavy capacitive loads.
There are a number of commonly occurring VLSI circuit
structures that must compute complex logic functions while
gathering information via long interconnections. An example
is a network that computes a single-bit parity on a &-bit input
to the chip. The inputs enter the chip through pads placed
around the periphery of the chip, and the computation produces a single-bit result at one common point on the chip.
There is complexity in both computation and communication
here. Good delay optimization strategiesare required that will
consider both types of complexity in a one framework.
The motivation for this work is to develop a general methodology for overall delay optimization of a circuit path that
consists of various types of CMOS logic gates and long segments of interconnection. The methodology is intended to be
easily applicable to real VLSI design scenarios, providing
designers with a quick and accurate way of speeding up interconnect-limited paths.
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Delay optimization in the presence of resistiveintemnnections (long uniform lines) has been the subject of considerable
research [1,2,3,4]. These studies have proposed optimal solutions, assuming a repeater structure along the RC line, for
selecting the number and type of buffers, position of buffers
along the line, and sizing of buffers. However, these solutions
are limited to simple buffers or inverters, and do not apply to
general CMOS logic gates. The main goal of this work is to
overcome this limitation and propose a general solution.
The vehicle chosen for development of the solution and the
methodology is the concept of logical effort [5]. Logical effort
is a powerful framework for performance optimization of
CMOS circuits. The effects of capacitive load, complexity of
the logic function and the number of stages are combined into
a single framework for performance optimization. However,
the existing framework of logical effort does not consider the
effect of any series resistance at the output of a logic gate,
such as a resistive interconnection line or a pass transistor.
In this paper, the framework of logical effort is first
extended to include series resistance at gate outputs, in addition to capacitive load. This effect is termed resistive effort. It
is shown that the resistive effort adds to the native logical
effort of a gate, thus weakening the drive capability of the gate
as it should.
Based on this extension, delay optimization through spacing of logic gates along a long uniform RC line is considered.
It is shown that the optimal spacing is, in general, not equal
spacing. The equal spacing solution for inverters [1,2,3,4] is
just a special case of this general result. Based on this general
solution, it is shown that transistor sizing can be used to allow
equal spacing of arbitrary gates, which is helpful for practical
chip layouts. Further, using equal spacing of appropriately
sized logic gates, good approximations are presented for the
optimum number of stages as well as the optimum transistor
sizes for all the gates.
11. EXTENSION OF LOGICAL EFFORT
The concept of resistiveeffort will be developed in this section as an extension of the theory of logical effort 151.
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Delay through a simple logic gate, driving a capacitive load,
is modeled in a way that clearly separates four distinct contributions to the delay:
d=s(gh+p)

fraction of the load capacitance driven through series resistance at the gate output. Equation (6) also shows that a gate
with higher drive (higher Ci)is weakened more by a given
series resistance than a low-drive gate in relative terms.
Equation (6) can be easily modified for any other lumped
wire model, as well as for RC tree networks driven by a gate
[6,7].The M factor would simply be the ratio of capacitance
driven by external series resistance on a given path to the total
external load capacitance (including capacitance on branches)
at the gate output.

(1)

g is the logical effort of the gate, h is the electricaleffort, and
p is the parasitic or intrinsic delay of the gate. T is a technology
constant defined as the delay of an ideal inverter with no intrinsic delay, driving another identical inverter.
The logical effortg represents the computational complexity
of the gate and measures how much weaker it is in current
drive compared to an inverter with the same input capacitance.
It compares the characteristic time constant (product of output
resistance and input capacitance) of a gate with that of an
inverter. Logical effort is a function of the topology of the transistor interconnections, but not of transistor sizes.

= (RtcJ/(RtinvctinJ

111. OPTIMAL SPACING OF GATES
An optimal solution for spacing of arbitrary logic gates
along a uniform RC line will be developed in this section.
Let us start with the problem of placing two logic gates optimally along a fixed length of interconnection that must be
driven by the gates. The two gates have logical efforts g1 and
g 2 , and input capacitances Cl and C2. Table I presents the logical effort and parasitic delay values of some typical gates. Let
the total length of interconnection be L, with the resistance and
capacitance defined in terms of a minimum sized inverter as
follows:

(2)

Subscript t represents a minimum-sized template of the logic
gate and subscript tinu represents a minimum-sized inverter.
The electrical effort h is the ratio of the load capacitance to
input capacitance, and clearly depends on transistor sizes.

h =C I ~ ~ C ~

(3)

Rw = KPrinvL* Cw = KcCtinA.

K, and K, are constants dependent on technology and layout.
The total length L is divided into two segments LI and L2,
representing the portions that the two gates would drive:

The parasitic delay p occurs primarily due to source/drain
diffusion capacitance Cplat the output of the gate. It depends
on the layout geometry, but is independent of transistor sizes.
P

(RtcptY(Rrinvcrinv)

L = Ll

(4)

+ r)h + p )

+ L2,

R, = R,, + Rw2, C , = C,1 +Cw2,

D2 = z f f g l + r1)hl + P I + (g2 + r2)h2 + P2)

(loa)
= ((C2 + Cw1/2Nfc2+ Cwl))(RwlCl)/(RtinvClinv)
(1Ob)
hl = (Cwl + c2K1
‘2 = f(c3 -k c&@)/(c3
+
(Rw2C2)/(RrinvCti,v) (l la)
(1 1b)
h2 = (Cw2 + C 3 K 2

The resistive efort r that adds to the logical effort of the gate
to make it a weaker driver, is defined as
1
2

(9)

The resistive and electrical efforts of the two gates are as follows (assuming gate 2 drives a load C3 at the end):

(5)

r = M (RwCi)/(R,kvCrinv),
where M = - .

(8)

The total delay is just the sum of the delays of the gates
based on the interconnect segment driven by each:

The method of logical effort works with first-order delay
equations, and applies to any static CMOS gate whose pullup
and pulldown networks qualify as valid transistor groups [71
or transistor stages [SI. Further, it assumes that rise and fall
times are ma& equal through transistor sizing of pullup and
pulldown networks in a gate.
Let us now consider the case of a gate driving a uniform line
of total resistance R,and total capacitance C , Fig. 1 illustrates
this using a lumped I3 model of the interconnection. The subscript i indicates a logic gate that is a scaled version of its template. Using first-order delay equations, the total delay can be
expressed as

d = z((g

(7)

(6)

Ci is the input capacitance of the logic gate based on actual
transistor sizes. The M factor comes from the fact that only half
of the wire capacitance is charged through the wire resistance
in the lumped ll model. The resistive effort depends on the

Fig. 1. Gate driving a lumped
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ll model of interconnect.

Iv. OPTIMAL NUMBER OF STAGES

TABLE I
Logcal Effotta and Parasitic Delays [SI

INVERTER

1

Pia”

2-W~t
NAND

4/3

2pi,

2-input NOR

5f3

2Ph

2-input XOR

4

4Pk

The next step in the delay optimization methodology is to
find the optimum number of repeater stages. We will start with
the assumption that the sizes of the given set of logic gates
have been initially adjusted such that equal spacing is optimal.
Then, based on the optimum number of stages, designers have
the option of adding additional inverters to minimize delay.
Extending (9) to a general N-stage network, and noting that
the assumption of optimal/equal spacing implies equal glC
ratios for all stages, the optimum number of stages is easily
computed by setting dL?&N = 0:

Expressing L2 in terms of Ll from (8), and setting
dD2ldL,=O, optimal segment length L, is determined to be:
L~opt

+ ( CtinJ(2Kr) 1 ( (821C2 )- ( glIC1) )
+ ( 11 (2KCClinV)HC3 - C2l

(12)

The second term indicates that the weaker of the two gates
(higher g) should drive a smaller segment of the interconnection, unless the gate is sized up (higher C) to achieve a smaller
glC ratio. The third term, which is due to the difference in gate
input capacitances at the ends of the two segments, is significant only when this difference is comparable to the capacitance
of a unit length (1 mm) of interconnection.
Equation (12) clearly shows how the optimal spacing is
influenced by the glC ratios of the two gates. It is now possible
to take two arbitrary gates and size their transistors in order to
achieve equal spacing, which may be important in practical
chip layouts. For the special case of identical buffers considered in other studies, the optimal solution simply reduces to
equal spacing.
The solution for the problem of spacing N logic gates along
an interconnection (Fig. 2) is a simple extension of (12). Considering only the first two terms of (12) with the notion that the
glC ratio of each gate must now be compared with the average
glC ratio of the other (N - 1 ) gates, optimal length for segment
i is given by

Nop* = ( K F & (2 (Pa, + (g/C)C,,))

)’12L

(15)

Payis the average parasitic delay for the original (given) set
of logic gates. C,, is the average input capacitance of all the
gates, and contributes to delay by adding load capacitance at
the end of each interconnect segment. Therefore, Pa, and C,,
contribute to the delay overhead due to repeaters.
It is clear from (15) that additional repeater stages are
reqliired as the line gets longer, but this must be traded-off
against the overhead of parasitic delays. The general form of
(15) matches the results of Dhar and Franklin [3] for inverters.
The total delay for an N-stage network, where N is the optimal number, is:
DNopl=

(KcCtin&IC + KrC, Jcli
+ (2KFc(pay + c,&/c)P)
L

(16)

As expected, the optimal delay is proponional to L rather
than L ~N~~~
. equalizes the intrinsic RC delay of the interconnect segments and the average delay overhead of repeaters.
If Nopt > N, inverters can be added to the original network to
increase the number of stages by comparing the overhead of
inverters with the average overhead of the original gates:

N d = ((Pa, + C~,,glC)I(Pi,,,,+ C,j,,,g/C))112(Nopt
- N)
(17)
Under the constraint of maintaining a constant glC at all
repeater stages to allow equal spacing, Gin, is typically less
than the optimal C,, (since inverters have the lowest 8). This
means that the Nd predicted by (17) is slightly less than the
optimum value, since the average delay overhead of repeaters
is lower due to the added inverters. Section V discusses the
optimal value for C,,

v. OPTIMAL GATE SIZES

Fig. 2. Non-identical logic gates placed along a long interconnection.

The final optimization step in this methodology is to size the
transistors in the gates such that the gates can optimally drive
the interconnect capacitance while not posing too large a load
to the previous stage. It is assumed that each repeater stage
consists of a single gate that must be sized.
Setting dD,ldC,, = 0, the optimum value for C,, is:
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TABLE II
Delays complted for Examples 1 and 2

gav is the average logical efforts of all the gates. Equation
(18) is independent of the number of stages is used. Again, the
Delay Case
Example 1
Example 2
general form of (18) matches the results of Dhar and Franklin
[3], but is not restricted to inverters.
24.4
30.98
E q d sprcing
Gate sizes must be adjusted using (18) under the constraint
I OpimalSpcing I
22.95
I
30.92
I
that g/C is equal for all stagos at the end of the optimization.
This simply means that the input capacitances (that were
Optlmal Delay
953
11.16
adjusted previously for equal spacing) must all be multiplied
Minimum Delay
9.33
10.91
by Cbvfofl,/C,v Equation (15) is still valid because (g/C)Ckv
does not change.
Using C,vfop), (16) can be simplified further and used to
The "optimaldelay" was computed using (15, (17) and (18),
predict the mmimum achievable delay with this methodology, with Nq, and N d rounded up. N d was computed as 4 for
subject to the inaccuracy mentioned in the previous section:
both examples. This delay is within 2.5% of the potential minimum delay computed by varying the number of stages (Nadd
= 7).The main source of suboptimality in the "optimal delay"
This final form of the delay equation equalizes the first two solution is that it depends on parameters that are averaged over
terms of (16) which represent the following components of the repeater stages (i.e., Pa, Ck, and gav).

delay: (a) delay due to gate output resistance and interconnect
capacitance, and (b) delay due to interconnect resistance and
gate input capacitance.
Another approach is to use cascaded buffers at the output of
the logic gate at each repeater stage. The average parasitic
delay Pa, of the repeater stages will increase while the g/C
ratio can be reduced greatly. Since no direct mathematical relationship has been observed between these two quantities, an
iterative solution must be used. It does have the advantage that
complex logic gates need not be made arbitrarily large.

VI.EXAMPLES
We will now present two examples that illustrate the application of the optimization methodology developed in this
paper. The following technologyflayout parameters are
assumed:
pinv (parasitic delay of an inverter) = 3.8.
Cthv(input capacitance of minimum-sized inverter) = 3.0.
'T = 0.05 ns, Kr = 0.1, Kc = 10.0.
Both examples assume a total line length of 30 mm and start
with an initial set of four logic gates that are needed to perform
the computation. The sequence of the logic gates is listed
below for each example (with input capacitances in parenthesis):
Example 1.' 2-inpUt NAND (3), 2-hput NOR (5). INVERTER
(l), 2-input XOR (4).
Example 2: 2-input XOR (8), 2-input XOR (8), %input XOR
(8). 2-input NAND (3).
Table II summarizes the results, and clearly shows the substantial reduction in delay through optimization. The difference between equal spacing and optimal spacing is more
significant in the first example where the logic gates are substantially different.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new methodology for optimizing delay of circuits that consist of general CMOS logic gates
and long interconnections. The methodology is based on an
extension of the concept of logical effort. This work has demonstrated that it is possible to find simple solutions for delay
optimization in the presence of resistive interconnections,
even when all the gates are not simple inverters. This is the
most important contribution of this research.
A simple methodology has been presented that designers
can use to obtain the optimal number of repeater stages and
the optimal gate sizes, starting with a given network of logic
gates. An important topic for further research is finding optimal solutions for structures other than single-gate repeaters
(i.e., repeaters built with cascaded gatesbuffers).
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